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Abstract—Wireless interference management through continuous power control has been extensively studied in the literature.
However, practical systems often adopt discrete power control with a limited number of power levels and MCSs (Modulation Coding
Schemes). In general, discrete power control is NP-hard due to its combinatorial nature. To tackle this challenge, we propose an
innovative approach of interference management: ARM (Anonymous Rating Mechanism). Inspired by the successes of the simple
anonymous rating mechanism in E-commerce, we develop ARM as distributed near-optimal algorithm for solving the discrete power
control problem (i.e., the joint scheduling, power allocation, and modulation coding adaption problem) under the physical interference
model. We show that ARM achieves a close-to-optimal network throughput with a low control overhead. We also characterize the
performance gap of ARM with the theoretical optimal solution due to the loss of rating information, and study the trade-off between
such gap and the convergence time of ARM. We present numerical results with practical parameter choices to validate the theoretical
findings, and highlight the impacts of approximation factor, the number of power levels, and the incomplete rating information.
Index Terms—Anonymous rating mechanism, Markov approximation, discrete power control
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control is a key tool in the management of wireless
interference. Most of the existing results for wireless interference management assume a continuous space of power
levels [2]. Under such a continuous power control setting,
existing work can be divided into two main categories. One is
concerned with achieving fixed Signal-to-Interference-plusNoise-Ratio (SINR) targets [3], [4]. In this way, the link quality
can be maintained at a desired target. A survey of related
results can be found in [2]. The other is the joint SINR allocation and power control. This line of work often assumes that
the link rate is a continuous function of the receiver SINR. A
commonly used rate function is the Shannon capacity formula
rl ¼ B log 2 ð1 þ SINR l Þ, where rl is the rate of a link l, and B is
the bandwidth. Under such settings, researchers have proposed both centralized algorithms (e.g., [2], [5]) and distributed approximation algorithms (e.g., [6], [7], [8]).
By comparing the key assumptions and results of the
above literature with the practical systems, we have the following important observations.
First, the common assumption of continuous mapping
from link rate to SINR level in [2], [5], [6], [7], [8] implies
that for each SINR level, there is a MCS (modulation and
coding scheme) available to achieve the corresponding
channel capacity. This is often not the case in practice, as
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there are only a limited number of MCSs available. For
example, there are only four modulations in LTE: BPSK,
QPSK, 16QAM, and 64QAM, with limited choices of coding
rates[9]. Under the setting of limited MCSs, Zhou et al. in
[10] proposed a distributed near-optimal algorithm to solve
the continuous power control problem. Such an algorithm
induces high communication overheads, since it requires
each link to obtain the global information for iterative
updates. Furthermore, it is difficult to characterize the convergence time and impacts of various design parameters.
Second, and more importantly, we observe that only a limited number of power levels are used in practical systems [9].
For example, current 3GPP LTE standard of networks only
supports discrete power control in the downlink via a userspecific data-to-pilot-power offset parameter [9], which chooses a baseline of power and four fixed power offset parameters for each link [9]. There are two main advantages of
discrete power control compared to continuous power control. One is the simplified design of the transmitter, and the
other is the massive reduction of the information exchange
overhead within system, which further simplifies the system
design. In our simulation studies related to discrete power
control, we also observe that using a small number of power
levels is able to achieve a close-to-optimal throughput (comparing with the optimal continuous power control benchmark) with light overhead of message exchanges. Further
increasing the number of power levels can only have a marginal system performance improvement at the expense of a
fast increasing implementation complexity.
Existing work on discrete power control (power control
with discrete power levels) can also be divided into two categories. Most of them lie in the first category, which is concerned with achieving fixed Signal-to-Interference-plusNoise-Ratio (SINR) targets by assuming either discrete
power levels [11] or discrete power update step sizes [12]. A
survey of these works can be found in [2]. The second
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category is our main focus, which is concerned with the rate
maximization under the setting of discrete power levels
[13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20].
There are two main challenges of solving this rate-maximization problem. One is the computational complexity.
This discrete power control problem is a combinatorial optimization problem and has been proved to be NP-hard [13],
[14], hence is hard to solve even in a centralized fashion.
The other is to have a good scalability for implementation in
large-scale wireless networks. We need distributed implementations with low overhead of information exchanges.
Several works [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20] attempted to address the above challenges. Gjendemsjø et al. in
[13] proposed a binary power allocation (BPA) algorithm
for maximizing the total throughput, where each subchannel can either be silent or transmitting at maximum power.
This algorithm requires global information to compute the
transmit power and user assignment. Zhang et al. in [14]
proposed two distributed iterative algorithms to maximize
the weighted sum-rate in multi-cell networks, through discrete power allocation and coordinated scheduling. Both
algorithms converge to some solutions without performance guarantees. Wang et al. in [15] applied an ant colony
optimization technique to solve a discrete power allocation
problem, obtaining a centralized solution without performance guarantees. Combes et al. in [16] proposed an online
stochastic algorithm to maximize the expected number
packets successfully sent over a given time horizon T . On
the other hand, authors in [17], [18], [19], [20] adopted a
game-theoretic formulation and proposed several stochastic
learning algorithms, which converge to the desired equilibria under some limited conditions. However, all these
works [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20] made an
impractical assumption of continuous mapping from link
rate to SINR level.
In this paper, however, we adopt a more practical setting
including a limited number of power levels and MCSs (Modulation Coding Schemes), as well as discrete mapping from
link rate to SINR level. To address the discrete power control
problem with two main challenges under such a setting, we
propose a distributed algorithm with provable near-optimal
performance and light message exchange overhead.
The key component in our algorithm is the Anonymous
Rating Mechanism (ARM), which is inspired by the anonymous rating mechanism widely used in today’s online rating system. Examples of anonymous rating schemes
include the “Like” of a post in Facebook (binary rating feedback), the voting score of a movie in IMDb (rating from zero
to ten), and the rating of a product in Amazon (one to five
stars). They are simple but informative for users to learn
from others, find the good, and avoid the bad. If we imagine
that users can continuously improve their choices based on
others’ ratings, then it may lead to a network-wide performance improvement. Motivated by this, we propose the
ARM framework for wireless interference management.
The key idea is to allow links to continuously rate their
changes of transmission rate caused by the change of interference from their neighboring links. For example, a link
will provide a five-star rating if its transmission rate
increases significantly due to the decrease of its surrounding interference, and it will provide a one-star rating for a
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significant transmission rate drop. Based on all the feedback
ratings from its neighbors, a link will smartly adapt its
transmission power and MCS.
Our key results and contributions are summarized as
follows:


Problem Formulation: According to the best of our
knowledge, this paper is the first to study the discrete power control problem with practical concerns
of a limited number of power level and MCSs, as
well as discrete mapping from link rate to SINR
level. Such formulation considers joint scheduling,
discrete power allocation, and modulation-coding
adaptation under physical interference model.
 Algorithm Design and Analysis: We propose an ARMbased distributed algorithm with two variants to
solve this problem, with provable near-optimal performance guarantees. One is with less performance
but more robust, while the other is with better performance but less robust. We also characterize the
key properties of the designed algorithms: approximation gap, perturbation error bound, convergence
time, and trade-off between approximation gap and
convergence time.
 Robust Performance with Low Overhead: Our algorithm
allows distributed implementation with low message exchange overhead. Our algorithm is also
robust to some rating information loss. We provide a
bound of the induced optimality gap via perturbation analysis.
 Simulation: Extensive simulations based on practical
system settings show that the performance gap
between ARM and the optimal is small. Such a small
gap can be achieved with only a small number of
power levels, and the performance degradation is
marginal if only limited local network information is
available. We also provide performance comparisons
between two variants of ARM.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
introduce the system model and problem formulation in
Section 2. Then we discuss design and analysis of the algorithm in Section 3. Performance evaluation is conducted in
Section 4. We conclude this paper in Section 6. Due to the
page limitation, we present some proof details in our technical report [21].

2

SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

We consider a general wireless network consisting of a set
of interfering links L, where each link is a pair of transmitter
and receiver. The size of the link set L is denoted as L. In
this paper, we only consider the single-channel-per-link scenario. Extension to multiple-channel-per-link scenario is an
interesting future work.
We denote the transmission power of a link l 2 L as pl , the
value of which can only be chosen from a discrete power level
D

set P ¼ fP0 ; P1 ; P2 ; . . . ; Pn g. For convenience, we set P0 ¼ 0,
D

and let Pn ¼ Pmax denote the maximum transmission power.
Given Pmax and the total number of power levels n þ 1,
there are many choices of power level quantizations. Here
we consider two types of discrete power level sets [9]:
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TABLE 1
Example of Discrete Power Level Sets
Number of Power levels

Exponential Set

2
3
4
5
6

{0, 1}
{0, 12, 1}
{0, 14,12, 1}
{0, 18, 14, 12, 1}
1 1 1 1
{0, 16
, 8, 4, 2, 1}

Uniform Set
{0, 1}
{0, 12, 1}
{0, 13, 23, 1}
{0, 14, 12, 34, 1}
{0, 15, 25, 35, 45, 1}

form power level set is denoted as fnj ; 0  j  ng. Examples
with up to six power levels are shown in Table 1. Here each
element in a power level set represents the ratio between
the corresponding power level and the maximum transmission power Pmax . For example, the power level set
f0; 1=4; 1=2; 1g means that each link can select from four
power levels: zero, a quarter, a half, and a full power.
We assume that the channel coherence time is short
enough for us to average out the impact of fast fading in our
model. In other words, we can focus on the average channel
condition (which depends mainly on the path loss) without
worrying about the impact of fast fading. The transmission
rate of each link l 2 L is denoted as Rl ¼ fðSINR l Þ, which is
determined by the SINR at its receiver,
SINR l ¼

N0 þ

h p
Pll l
k6¼l

hlk pk

;

(1)

where hlk denotes the channel gain from the link k’s transmitter to link l’s receiver. According to different SINR levels, links adjust the data rate by choosing different MCSs.
When the channel condition significantly improves, a
higher order modulation can be chosen to achieve a higher
data rate. Thus the data rate can be modeled as the following step function:
8
0; if SINR l < g 0 ;
>
>
>
< r1 ; if g 0  SINR l < g 1 ;
(2)
fðSINR l Þ ¼
..
>
.
>
>
:
rm ; if SINR l  g m :
In Table 2, we show one example of the step function
coming from the practical system setting [22]. There are 11
available MCSs. For each MCS, Table 2 lists the corresponding spectrum efficiency and required SINR level.
We assume that once each link decides a power level, it
also selects the “best MCS” for the current transmission,
which achieves the highest spectrum efficiency (i.e., the
largest transmission rate) that can be supported by its current SINR level. This simplifies our description, i.e., we can
simply represent a joint power control and MCS adaptation
decision by specifying its power level selection.
Now we define the power configuration as transmission
D

NO. 2,

FEBRUARY 2017

TABLE 2
Example of Modulation-Coding-Schemes (MCSs)

exponential power level set and uniform power level set. Given
the number of power levels n þ 1  2, exponential power
2j
level set is denoted as f0g [ f2n1
; 0  j  n  1g and uni-

D

VOL. 16,

power vector of all links, i.e., p ¼ ðp1 ; p2 ; . . . ; pL Þ. Given a
particular power configuration p, let pl ðppÞ and Rlpp denote
the power level and rate of link l respectively. We denote P
as the set of all possible power configurations. Our objective

MCS

Spectrum efficiency (bit/s/Hz)

QPSK 1/2
QPSK 5/8
QPSK 3/4
QPSK 5/6
16QAM 1/2
64QAM 1/2
16QAM 3/4
64QAM 5/8
64QAM 2/3
64QAM 3/4
64QAM 5/6

Required SINR (dB)

1.0
1.25
1.5
1.67
2.0
3.0
3.0
3.75
4
4.5
5

6.3
8.5
11
13.8
11.8
16
17
19.3
20.5
22
24.5

is to choose some power configurations from set P , to maximize the total transmission rate of all links. We formulate it
as a combinatorial optimization problem, shown as follows:
X
max
Rlpp :
(3)
p 2P
P
l2L

Such a rate maximization problem is NP-hard [23], which
means that there is no efficient algorithm to solve it in a centralized way. Next we will show how we can solve it nearoptimally in a distributed way.

3

ALGORITHM DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

We design a distributed approximation algorithm via the
Markov approximation framework [24], which is a generalization of distributed MCMC (Markov Chain Monte Carlo)
and distributed simulated annealing. There are two key
steps for such an approach: First, transform the original combinatorial problem to an equivalent sampling problem with
a given probability distribution. Second, sample (or approximately sample) the given probability distribution by constructing a Markov chain distributedly, which has the
desirable distribution as its unique stationary distribution.
We denote the set of optimal solutions for problem (3) as
P o j. Then we have:
P o , and denote the size of set P o as jP
X
P o ¼ arg max
Rlpp :
(4)
p 2P
P
l2L

We associate each power configuration p 2 P with a
probability pp . Then solving problem (3) is equivalent to
sampling the space of power configurations P from the following general Dirac distribution:
 1
if p 2 P o ;
o ;
(5)
pdp ¼ jPP j
0;
otherwise:
However, the above general Dirac distribution is hard to
obtain, since P o is unknown to us. Therefore, we need to
sample the space of power configuration P with a new target distribution, which is more tractable than the general
Dirac distribution, and more importantly, satisfies the following two conditions:



C1: it can be obtained without knowing the exact
value of P o .
C2: power configurations in set P o have the largest
probabilities.
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It turns out that the following product-form distribution
parameterized by s > 0 is a nice choice [24], [25]:
 P

exp s1 l2L Rlpp

1 P
 ; 8 p 2 P:
pp ¼ P
p 0 2P
P exp s
l2L Rlpp0

Option 1
exp

The state space structure: The state space of the Markov chain should be connected, such that any two
states are reachable from each other. To enable distributed implementations, we design the Markov
chain state space such that a direct transition from
one state to another state corresponds to one and
only one link (out of L links) adjusting its transmission power levels.
 Direct transition rates: For any two states p ; p 0 2 P
with direct transitions (on both directions), the corresponding transition rates between them should
satisfy the detailed balance equation for timereversibility: pp  qp;pp0 ¼ pp0  qp 0 ;pp , where qp;pp0 is the
transition rate from state p to state p0 . To enable
distributed implementations, computation of transition rates should involve only local network
information.
With the above guideline, we design the Markov chain as
follows:
Each power configuration p 2 P is a state of the Markov chain. There are direct transitions between two
states p; p0 2 P if and only if p and p 0 differ in only
one link’s power level.
For any two states p; p 0 that have direct transitions,
we have two options for the corresponding transition rates between them:

qp 0 ;pp ¼

-

C

P
;
þ1
R
l2L lpp 
l2L Rlpp0

 1 P

(6)





-

qp;pp0 ¼

As we will prove later, the advantages of this productform distribution (6) lie in: 1) it can be obtained by designing a time-reversible Markov chain without knowing the
value of P o , 2) Given a positive constant s, we can
see P o ¼ arg maxp2PP pp . Thus both conditions C1 and C2 are
satisfied.
In other words, when we sample the power configuration space P based on the distribution pp in (6), we actually solve the problem (3) approximately and obtain a
close-to-optimal value. In fact, as s ! 0, the product form
degrades into the general Dirac distribution. Intuitively,
starting from any initial power configuration, the system
can find a path to optimal power configurations of the set
P o by “hopping” across the Markov chain. When the
designed Markov chain converges, the system will stay in
power configuration set P o most of the time. In this sense,
we approximately solve the original rate maximization
problem.
Now we show how to design a time-reversible powerhopping Markov chain, with a state space being the set of
all feasible power configurations P and a stationary distribution being the product-form distribution given by (6).
Distributed MCMC is typically considered under continuous-time (or asynchronous) setting as in [24], [25], which is
also our target scenario. There are two degrees of freedom
in designing a time-reversible power-hopping Markov
chain in a distributed manner:
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s

exp

C

P
;
0
þ1
R
l2L lpp 
l2L Rlpp

 1 P
s

(7)

(8)

where C is an arbitrary positive constant.
Option 2
qp;pp0 ¼

C

 P
  ;
P
max exp s1
R
l2L lpp 
l2L Rlpp0 ; 1

qp 0 ;pp ¼

(9)

C

 1 P
  ;
P
max exp s
l2L Rlpp0 
l2L Rlpp ; 1
(10)

where C is an arbitrary positive constant.
We choose the above transition rates because of the following consideration.
Given any power configuration p, the
P
total data rate l2L Rlpp is hard to compute locally by any
particular link since it requires global channelPinformation.
Thus we consider the difference between
l2L Rlpp and
P
0
R
,
which
is
easy
to
obtain
locally.
For
each link
l2L lpp
l 2 L, we define the rate change of link l as
DRl ðpp; p0 Þ ¼ Rlpp  Rlpp0 :
Then we know
X
l2L

Rlpp 

X
l2L

Rlpp0 ¼

X

DRl ðpp; p 0 Þ:

l2L

Since direct state transition from p to p0 corresponds to one
and only one link adjusting its transmission power level.
 which change its
For convenience, we denote this link as l,
0
power level from plðppÞ to plðpp Þ. Such a change affects the
SINRs of all links. However, it will only change rates of some
links, due to the stepwise mapping between SINR and
~ as the set of links
transmission rates in (2). We denote L

whose rate changes because of link l’s transmission power
~ Therefore,
change, i.e., DRl ðpp; p 0 Þ 6¼ 0; 8l 2 L.
X
l2L

~
DRl ðpp; p0 Þ ¼ 0; 8l 2 L n L;
X
X
Rlpp 
Rlpp0 ¼
DRl ðpp; p 0 Þ:
l2L

~
l2L

According to (1) and assuming the channel gain is domi neighnated by the distance-based path loss component, l’s
boring links are more likely to be affected than links far
~ are more likely to
 Thus links in the set L
away from link l.
~ as a

be the near neighbors of link l, hence we regard set L

“semi-local”
sense, thePdifference
P l. In this P
P set of link
between l2L Rlpp and l2L Rlpp0 , i.e., l2L Rlpp  l2L Rlpp0 , is
a “semi-local” information and can be obtained through distributed implementations.
We design the following ARM algorithm to construct the
designed power-hopping Markov chain. We emphasize
that the executions of ARM by different links are asynchronous. In ARM, for each link l 2 L, there are three phases
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Option 1,
 P 1

max exp s1

l0 6¼l

VOL. 16,

NO. 2,
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and with probability sp;pp0 ¼
  under the design of

DRl0 ðpp;pp0 Þ

;1

Option 2, or it will switch its transmission power
level back to pl with probability 1  sp;pp0 . Then link l
will restart the transmitting phase.
We summarize the algorithm by a form of flowchart in
Fig. 1.
Remarks.


Fig. 1. Flowchart of ARM.

after the initialization of power level setting: transmitting
phase, rating phase, and switching phase.






Transmitting phase: At the beginning of this phase,
each link l 2 L starts a random counter-down timer
with a countdown time T ðnÞ. The value of T ðnÞ is
generated based on an exponential distribution with
1
, where n þ 1 is the number of discrete
a mean nC
power levels and C is a system parameter chosen
according to different system requirements. Within
the countdown time T ðnÞ, link l transmits at its current power level pl . In the meantime, link l also
observes whether his own SINR experiences a
change (due to some other link changing his transmission power) such that there is a need to change
its choice of rate according to (2), link l immediately
terminates the transmitting phase and begins the rating phase. On the other hand, if link l does not
observe any rate change during time T ðnÞ, it will
begin the switching phase when the count-down
timer reaches zero.
Rating phase: At the beginning of this phase, link l
will stop its current count-down timer and broadcast
its rate change information. A small number of bits
are enough to represent the rating information,
because there are only a limited choices of available
data rates. This ensures the low communication
overhead during this phase. After this, link l will
restart the transmitting phase.
Switching phase:1 At the beginning of this phase, link l
transmits at a randomly chosen new power level
pl ðpp0 Þ. Then it will collect the rate change information
those links who are triggered to enter the
rating phase. Next, it will set its current transmission
power level to be pl ðpp0 Þ with probability

sp;pp0 ¼  P 1
under the design
exp s1

l0 6¼l

DRl0 ðpp;pp0 Þ

þ1

1. Other links change their rates at the end of the switching phase of
link l. Ideally, the switching phase happens instantaneously and there
are no loss of data. In practice, the duration of the switching phase is
non-zero, there are data losses during that period. However, as we
show in Section 3.1, we can regard such loss as the inaccuracy of data
rates and our algorithm is robust to such inaccuracy.

ARM does not require synchronization or explicit
coordination among links, and the only communication overhead is the simple rate change information,
which makes ARM suitable for parallel and distributed implementation in wireless ad hoc networks.
 To implement ARM in the LTE system, we need to
exchange rate change informations among links with
low signaling overhead. There are two methods proposed in [26]. One is the over-the-air method, using
the existing CQI (channel quality indicator) channel
in LTE with extra rate change information. More specifically, Each User feedbacks the CQI information
and extra information about the rate changes directly
to the base station. The other is the backhaul method,
using the existing low-bit-rate X2 channel in LTE to
exchange rate change information among transmitters and base-stations. Since the number of possible
values of rate changes is low due to limited power
levels and MCSs, the overall signaling (communication) overhead is low no matter which method to use.
 Connection between rating phase and online rating
systems: if a link achieves a lower data rate due to
the increase of power and interference from its
neighbor, then it will feedback a negative rate difference to such neighbor. Conversely, if it achieves a
higher rate due to its neighbor’s power decrease,
then it will feedback a positive rate difference to
such neighbor. This process is just like the rating system in Amazon, where one customer rates five stars
to a good book, or one star to a bad one. In addition,
since there are just a limited number of possible rates
in the real system, there are just a limited possibilities of rate changes for each link, which can be
mapped to a rating system of finite choices.
 It is possible that change of power by one link can have
long-range effects, i.e., not “semi-local” any more.
When this happens, the local estimation method
described in Section 3.1 will lead to inaccurate rating
information. However, as we will show in Section 3.1,
our algorithm is robust to such inaccuracy. In fact, we
can have a controlled and bounded performance gap,
which is the price we need to pay for the desire of distributed algorithm design and scalability.
We can show the following result:
Proposition 1. The ARM algorithms with two variants (option 1
(7) and option 2 (9)) construct time-reversible Markov chains
with the desired stationary distribution in (6).
Proof. Here we only show the case for ARM with option 1
(7). The proof of the other case for ARM with option 2 (9)
is similar and we omit the details due to the space limit.
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For any two states that do not have direct transitions,
the corresponding power configurations differ in at least
two link’s power levels. We can always find a finite path
to connect these two states by adjusting the power level
of only one link’s transmitter at each transition. Since
these two state are arbitrary, the whole state space is connected, resulting an irreducible Markov chain. Furthermore, its state space is finite, resulting an ergodic
Markov chain with a unique stationary distribution. We
now show that the stationary distribution is indeed (6).
Since each link counts down with a rate n  C, given
the current state p, the process leaves state p with a rate
1
, the process jumps to an
n  C  L. With probability nL
0
adjacent state p and stays in this new state with proba . Then we can calculate the
bility  P 1
exp s1

l0 6¼l

DRl0 ðpp;pp0 Þ

þ1

transition rate from state p to state p0 as follows:
1
 P
nCL
nL
exp 1
0
s

l 6¼l

1


DRl0 ðpp; p0 Þ þ 1

C
1 P

P
¼
:
exp s
þ1
l2L Rlpp 
l2L Rlpp0

(11)

With (6), we see that pp qp;pp0 ¼ pp 0 qp 0 ;pp , i.e., the
detailed balance equation holds between any two adjacent states. Thus the constructed Markov chain is timereversible and its stationary distribution is indeed (6)
according to [27].
u
t
We can understand ARM in an intuitive way. In this
algorithm, “good states” (i.e., those having high total data
rates) or “bad states” (i.e., those having a low total data
rates) are voted through links’ rating information. With
carefully designed transition rates, ARM ensures that the
system is capable of jumping into “good states” with high
probabilities, but also is capable of exploiting “bad states”
occasionally so as to avoid being trapped in a local optimal
state (where the level of exploitation is parameterized by
the approximation factor s). As a result, the system stays in
“good states” with high probabilities, and eventually stays
in the “best states” with the highest probabilities.
Next we study two issues related to the practical implementation of ARM: robustness and convergence time.

3.1 Robustness of ARM
In practice, one link may obtain inaccurate values of rating
information (i.e., DRl ðpp; p 0 Þ) from other links. The inaccuracy comes from two sources of perturbation:
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This perturbed Markov chain may not converge to the
desired stationary distribution pp (6), resulting in another
stationary distribution and a performance gap. To characterize such a gap, we adopt the following quantization error
model similar to those proposed in [28]. In this model, for
each state p 2 P and each link l 2 L with data rate Rlpp , we
denote its corresponding perturbation error as Dl;pp . We
assume it is discrete, symmetric and upper bounded, i.e.,
EðDl;pp Þ ¼ 0 and jDl;pp j  Dmax , where Dmax is a positive constant. Therefore, for each
P state p 2 P , the aggregated data
rates are perturbed as l2L ðRlpp þ Dl;pp Þ.
Let fmax denote the aggregate rates of all
P links under the
optimal power configuration, i.e., fmax ¼ l2L Rlpp ; 8pp 2 P o .
Let fa denote the expected aggregate rates of all links
with the Ppower-hopping Markov chain, i.e., fa ¼
P

p 2P
P pp  ð
l2L Rlpp Þ. Let fe denote the expected aggregate
rates of all links with
power-hopping Markov
P the perturbed
P
chain, i.e., fe ¼ p2PP pep  ð l2L Rlpp Þ, where pep is the stationary distribution of the perturbed Markov chain. By perturbation analysis developed in [28], we have the same
following result for ARM with either option 1 or option 2:
Theorem 1. (a) The stationary distribution of the perturbed
power-hopping Markov chain is
 P

bp  exp s1 l2L Rlpp
1 P
 ; 8 p 2 P;
(12)
pep ¼ P
p 0 2P
P bp 0  exp s
l2L Rlpp0

 P

; 8 p 2 P.
where bp ¼ E exp s1 
l2L Dl;pp
(b) Bounds on the optimality gap for both power-hopping
Markov chain and its perturbed counterpart are:
0  fmax  fa  L  s  log ðn þ 1Þ  s  log jP
P o j;

0  fmax  fe  L  s  log ðn þ 1Þ  s  log jP
P o j þ L  Dmax :
(14)
Proof. Here we only show the case for ARM with option 1 in
(7). The proof of the other case for ARM with option 2 in
(9) is similar and we omit the details due to the space
limit. The proof for part (a) adopts similar technique in
[28] and is omitted to save space. Now we focus on the
proof for part (b).
First we show the inequalities in (13). By [24] we know
that probability distribution pp in (6) is the optimal solution to the following maximization problem:
!
X
X
X
pp 
Rlpp  s 
pp log pp;
(15)
max
p 2P
P



Transmission errors or losses: Erroneous and lossy
wireless transmissions of rating information lead to
inaccurate and out of date rating messages.
 Local estimation: To further reduce the complexity of
ARM and facilitate the distributed implementation,
each link may collect the rating information only
from a small set of neighboring links. Such a local estimation leads to inaccurate total rating information.
Consequently, with perturbations, we obtain a new perturbed Markov chain: whose state space is still P , but whose
transition rates are perturbed versions of options 1 and 2.

(13)

p 2P
P

l2L

s.t.

X

pp ¼ 1;

(16)

pp  0; 8pp 2 P :

(17)

p 2P
P

Since the general Dirac distribution pdp in (5) is a feasible solution for the above maximization problem, we have
!
X
X
X

pp 
Rlpp  s 
pp log pp ;
(18)
p 2P
P

l2L

p 2P
P
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X

pdp

p 2P
P

X



!

X

s

Rlpp

p 2P
P

l2L

(19)



p 2P
P

X

1
pp  
 log
pp
p 2P
P

log pp

¼

X
p 2P
P

pp

p 2P
P

X

X
(22)

p 2P
P



X
p 2P
P

!

p 2P
P

pep



X

(24)

On the other hand, since fa  fmax , we have
0  fmax  fa  L  s  log ðn þ 1Þ  s  log jP
P o j:

(25)

 

P
exp s1 s  log bp þ l2L Rlpp
1 
 ; 8 p 2 P :
P
¼P
p 0 2P
P exp s s  log bp 0 þ
l2L Rlpp0

pep



s  log bp þ

X
1
 exp E 
Dl;pp
s
l2L
1
¼ exp

s

X



Rlpp

X
p 2P
P

l2L

X

Rlpp ;

l2L

(38)

!!
X  
E Dl;pp
;

(39)

l2L

(40)

s  log bp  0; 8pp 2 P ;

(30)

1

bp ¼ E exp
s

 exp

X

(41)

and
fmax ¼ max
p 2P
P

X

(42)

Rlpp ;

l2L

X

!
Rlpp :

(43)

l2L

By combining (30), (36) and (43), we have
0  fmax  fe  L  s  log ðn þ 1Þ  s  log jP
P o j þ L  Dmax :
(44)
u
t
Remarks.

 L  s  log ðn þ 1Þ  s  log jP
P o j:
For any p 2 P , we have
"

!#!

Therefore, we have

(29)

pep  s  log bp þ

(36)

¼ 1:

p 2P
P

!

(35)

;

 max s  log bp þ

By (25), we have

Rlpp ;

pep  L  Dmax þ fe ;

"

p 2P
P

pp  0; 8pp 2 P :

!

X
l2L

(27)

Therefore, probability distribution pep can be viewed
as the optimal solution to the following maximization
problem:
!
X
X
X
pp  s  log bp þ
Rlpp  s 
pp log pp
max
p 2P
P
p 2P
P
l2L
(28)
X
s.t.
pp ¼ 1;

max s  log bp þ

(34)

Rlpp :

l2L

Note that for any l 2 L and p 2 P , EðDl;pp Þ ¼ 0. By
Jensen’s inequality, we know that for any p 2 P , we have
"
!!#
X
1

;
(37)
Dl;pp
bp ¼ E exp
s
l2L

Next we show the inequalities in (14). By (12) we
know the perturbed stationary distribution is
 P

bp  exp s1 l2L Rlpp
e
1 P
;
pp ¼ P
(26)
p 0 2P
P bp 0  exp s
l2L Rlpp0

!

!

¼ L  Dmax þ fe :

(23)

Rlpp ;

l2L

 fmax þ s  log jP
P o j  L  log ðn þ 1Þ:

p 2P
P

X

Then we have

¼ log jP
P j ¼ L  log ðn þ 1Þ:

pp 

(33)

(21)

!

X

s  log bp  L  Dmax ; 8pp 2 P :

fe ,

1
log  ;
pp

Combining (20) and (22), we have
fa ,
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Note that

(20)

By Jensen’s inequality, we know that
pp

NO. 2,

Therefore we have

pdp log pdp ;

P o j:
¼ fmax þ s  log jP
X
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!!#
Dl;pp

;

(31)

l2L

L
 Dmax :
s

(32)



The upper bounds on the optimality gap for both the
power-hopping Markov chain in (13) and its perturbed counterpart in (14) increase linearly with the
number of links L and the approximation factor s,
increase log-linearly with the number of discrete
power levels n þ 1, and decrease log-linearly with
the number of optimal power configurations jP
P o j.
The upper bound on the optimality gap of perturbed
Markov chain in (14) is quite general, as it is
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independent of the distribution of perturbation
errors for each link Dl;pp .
For ARM with option 1 in (7) and option 2 in (9), the
corresponding optimality gaps are the same, which
means that given sufficiently long time, the performances of ARM with option 1 and option 2 are the
same. However, if the running time is limited, the corresponding performance and robustness are different. We will demonstrate this in Sections 3.2 and 4.
When the optimal power configuration is unique, i.e.,
jP
P o j ¼ 1, the upper bounds on the optimality gap for
both the power-hopping Markov chain in (13) and its
perturbed counterpart in (14) are independent of the
size of the optimal power configuration set jP
P o j.





3.2 Convergence Time of ARM
Now we study the mixing time (convergence time) of the
designed Markov chains with both option 1 (7) and option 2
(9). First, we introduce the definition of total variation distance [29] between any two probability distributions p and
p0 over state space P as follows:
jjp  p0 jjTV ,

1X
jpp  p0p j:
2 p2PP

(45)

Now let pt ðppÞ denote the probability distribution of all
states in P at time t, given that the initial state is p and the
system evolves according to ARM. Then the mixing time of
the designed Markov chain [29] is parameterized by an
error tolerance parameter  as follows:

tmix ðÞ , inf t  0 : max jjpt ðppÞ  p jjTV   ;
p 2P
P

(46)

where p is the stationary distribution shown in (6).
m
We denote two threshold values s 1th ¼ Lr1þ1=n
and
s 2th ¼

Lrm

Lþ1=n . We also use

lnð1þ L1 Þ

lnð1þ L1 Þ

to represent the relationship

of the same order of magnitude. Then we have the following
results on the upper bound of the convergence time (mixing
time):
Theorem 2. For the designed Markov chain with option 1 (7)
(option 2 (9)) :



bound of mixing
If s > s 1th (s > s 2th
 ), then the upper

time tmix ðÞ is O expðs1Þ  ln L .
If 0 < s  s 1th (0 < s  s 2th), then
 the upper
 bound
of mixing time tmix ðÞ is V exp Ls þ ln ln 1 .

The proof is long and we put it in Section 5. This proof
adopts spectral analysis method [29] to obtain both a lower
bound and an upper bound of tmix for general values of s.
It also adopts path coupling method [29] to obtain a tight
upper bound of tmix for some values of s.
When s is a given parameter, we consider the scaling of
the optimality gap and mixing time with the network size
L. We observe the following trade-off between the optimality gap (Theorem 1) and its mixing time (Theorem 2):


As s ! 0, the optimality gap approaches zero while
the upper bound of its mixing time scales with
VðexpðLÞÞ and approaches infinity (slow-mixing).
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Fig. 2. Seven-cell network with corresponding wrap around: the gray
cells are the network we considered, and the white cells denote the
wrap-around mappings.



As s ! 1, the optimality gap approaches infinity
while the bound of its mixing time scales with
OðlnðLÞÞ and remains limited (fast-mixing).
These are theoretical results from the worst-case analysis. However, in practice, even small values of s can lead
to fast mixing. In fact, simulations in next section show
that ARM converges very fast for small values of s. What
is more, since L > 1 in general, s 1th > s 2th , which means
the Markov chain with option 2 usually converges faster
than the Markov chain with option 1. In the next section
we will show the simulation results to validate this analytical result.

4

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

4.1 Practical Simulation Setting
For notation simplicity in the whole simulation section, we
let ARM1 denote the ARM algorithm with option 1 (7) and
ARM 2 denote the ARM algorithm with option 2 (9).
In this simulation, we first focus on a downlink transmission scenario of seven hexagon cells, shown in Fig. 2, where
small cells (i.e., the gray cells in Fig. 2) are densely
deployed to cover entire area. The border effect is taken
care by the wrap-around technique2 [22]
The main system parameters of simulations are summarized in Table 3, based on the current standardizations of
practical cellular system [9]. There are 11 MCSs available for
each cell in our simulation, and the spectrum efficiency of
each MCS and its required SINR level have been listed in
Table 2. We also consider both the exponential power level set
and the uniform power level set, where the maximum number of power level sets is five and a full power is 20 dBm.
In the current commercial system, a cell usually has multiple channels to support multiple users, and the cell local
scheduler (e.g., the proportional fairness scheduler used in
most cellular system) will schedule at most one user for each
channel to avoid intra-cell interference. To simplify the simulation, we only simulate the case where each cell has only one
channel. The performance of the multiple-channel case can be
computed by the proper multiplication of the performance of
2. The wrap-around is commonly used in practical system simulation, where the simulated network is visualized as a torus with edges
warping around to the opposite edges, so that each cell has a complete
set of interfering cells. The white cells in Fig. 2 denote the wrap-around
mappings of the considered network.
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TABLE 3
System Parameters
Number of small cells
Maximum transmission power of each cell
Radius of each cell
Noise power spectrum density
Bandwidth
Pathloss

7
20 dBm
20 m
174 dB/Hz
10 M
20 log 10 ðdÞ þ 38:46 dB

Fig. 4. Average spectrum efficiency in one experiment with s ¼ 0:05:

TABLE 4
Average Performance of 1,000 Experiments for ARM1
s
1
0.5
0.2
0.1
0.05
ES
10.3755
ARM
8.2202 9.2148 10.1230 10.3118 10.3567
Performance Gap 23%
12%
2.7%
0.7%
0.2%
TABLE 5
Performance Comparison for Exponential Power Level Sets

Fig. 3. User position in one experiment (UE stands for user equipment or
simply user).

the single channel case, assuming an ideal channel allocation
algorithm.3 Thus in each experiment of the simulation, we
randomly pick one user (i.e., mobile device) in each cell,
which represents the link chosen by each cell’s local scheduler. Each cell runs ARM independently to determine the
transmission power and MCS of its user. We run ARM with
different values of approximation factor s and different
power level sets, and compare its performances with the optimal solutions generated by exhaustive search. Since performances of ARM1 and ARM2 are very close, here we only
provide results of ARM1 for the seven-cell network. In
Section 4.4, we will compare the performance of these
algorithms in the context of a 61-cell network.

4.2 Impacts of Approximation Factor s
To investigate the impacts of approximation factor s, we
adopt the following setting: the power level set is ½0; 12 ; 1 ,
the mean time 1=C is 1 unit time, and the maximum number of transitions is chosen to be 105 . For each experiment,
we randomly generate the user positions, with Fig. 3
illustrating one typical example. Fig. 4 shows the convergence of ARM1 under the topology of Fig. 3, with
s ¼ 0:05. In particular, ARM1 converges reasonably fast,
and with 5,000 transitions (which takes around half a second on a standard PC) the performance gap between the
achievable value (i.e., 10.9871 bit/s/Hz) and the optimal
value (i.e., 11 bit/s/Hz computed through exhaustive
search) is less than 0:1 percent .
3. The more detailed modeling of the joint intra-cell channel scheduling and inter-cell discrete power control will be subject to future
studies.

Number of Power Levels
ES (bit/s/Hz)
ES Improvement (bit/s/Hz)
Performance Ratio
ARM (bit/s/Hz)
ARM Improvement (bit/s/Hz)
Performance Ratio
Performance Gap

2
9.9337
–
94.78%
9.9241
–
94.88%
0.1%

3
10.3755
0.4418
98.90%
10.3567
0.4326
99.02%
0.18%

4
10.4713
0.0958
99.91%
10.4555
0.0988
99.96%
0.15%

5
10.4808
0.0095
100%
10.4593
0.0038
100%
0.21%

We run 1,000 experiments and records the average sum
spectrum efficiencies of exhaustive search (ES) and ARM1
(after 105 transitions), respectively. Table 4 summarizes the
results, which show that a smaller value of s leads to a
higher spectrum efficiency and a smaller performance gap
with the optimal one. This result is consistent with the result
in Theorem 1.

4.3 Impacts of Power Levels
Continuous power levels can be regarded as the limiting
case of discrete power levels, where the number of power
levels becomes large enough. Given a fixed power range
(e.g., minimum and maximum), more power levels will
provide more flexibility to power control and thus improve
the performance. On the other hand, more power levels will
lead to a higher computation complexity.
To study the impact of number of power levels, we run
1,000 experiments with both exponential power level sets
and uniform power level sets, where the maximum number
of power levels is 5. For each experiment, we run ARM1
with s ¼ 0:05 and 105 transitions.
Table 5 summarizes the algorithm performances with
the exponential power level sets. We compare the ARM1
algorithm with the result obtained through exhaustive
search (ES). The “ES Improvement” in the third row
computes the ES performance difference between the
current n and the previous n  1 power levels, where
n ¼ 3; 4; 5. The “ARM Improvement” in the fifth row is
computed similarily. The last row records the absolute
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TABLE 6
Performance Comparison for Uniform Power Level Sets
Number of Power Levels
ES (bit/s/Hz)
ES Improvement (bit/s/Hz)
Performance Ratio
ARM (bit/s/Hz)
ARM Improvement (bit/s/Hz)
Performance Ratio
Performance Gap

2
9.9337
–
93.48%
9.9241
–
93.71%
0.1%

3
10.3755
0.4418
97.64%
10.3567
0.4326
97.80%
0.18%

4
10.5683
0.1928
99.45%
10.5418
0.1851
99.54%
0.25%

5
10.6263
0.0580
100%
10.5897
0.0479
100%
0.34%

performance gap between ES and ARM under each
choice of n. Table 6 summarizes the algorithm performances for the uniform power level sets. Note uniform
and exponential power level sets are the same when
n ¼ 2 or n ¼ 3.
Tables 5 and 6 illustrate the following common observations: (i) A large number of power levels leads to a better
algorithm performance. (ii) The marginal performance
improvement due to an additional power level quickly
diminishes as n becomes large. (iii) The performance gap
between ES and ARM slightly increases with n. We believe
that this is due to the fact that we use the same stopping criterion (i.e., 105 transitions) for all experiments, but a larger
n requires a longer convergence time to the stationary result
of ARM. Intuitively, more power levels leads to a larger
state space and a longer time to converge, and thus a higher
complexity.
The above results imply that a relatively small number of fixed power levels can achieve a close-to-optimal
performance with a low complexity. For example, four
power levels should be good enough. Even having just
two power levels can already achieve over 93 percent of
the performance that can be achieved by using five
power levels.
In addition, we also observe that for the same number of
power levels, the uniform power level set has better performances than the exponential power level set.

Fig. 5. Performance comparison for 10-cell network.

from both the first-hop and the second-hop cells. Any rating
information from other cells will be ignored. The performances are shown in Tables 7 and 8 for ARM1 and ARM2
respectively.
We can see that in the worst-case scenario, ARM1 (ARM2)
with only one-hop local rating information can still maintain
more than 85 percent (81 percent ) of the original performance without information loss. When two-hop local rating
information is considered, the worse-case performance
increases to over 93 percent (89 percent ) of the original performance. The intuition is that the interference decreases with
distance, hence the immediate neighboring cells’ feedbacks
are the most important ones, while the feedbacks from remote
cells are less important. This property guarantees ARM’s
robustness, and will be useful for reducing communication

4.4 Performance Comparison for 10-cell Network
In this subsection, we run 1,000 experiments for both ARM1
and ARM2 under the setting of s ¼ 1 and 0:2, 105 transitions
per experiment and different uniform power level sets
(power levels = 2, 3, 4, 5). Fig. 5 summarizes the average
sum spectrum efficiencies and corresponding results (for
the first 1,000 transitions). We can see ARM1 and ARM2
converges quickly and their performances are nearly the
same (slightly differences at transient states).
4.5 Robustness of ARM
As we discussed in Section 3.1, ARM is robust to the inaccuracy of rating information. To validate this result, we consider a more complex cellular network (i.e., 61 cells in total)
shown in Fig. 6. We run ARM algorithm with two options
(ARM1 and ARM2) under the setting of s ¼ 0:05 and different uniform power level sets.
As shown in Fig. 6, we consider two scenarios. In one scenario, each cell only receives the rating information from its
immediate neighboring cells, i.e., the first-hop cells. In the
other scenario, each cell only receives the rating information

Fig. 6. 61-cell network.
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TABLE 7
Impact of Information Loss: Average Performance
of 2,000 Experiments for ARM1
ARM1
2 power levels
Performance Ratio
3 power levels
Performance Ratio
4 power levels
Performance Ratio
5 power levels
Performance Ratio

ARM1 w./
1-hop LR
61.8718
93.37%
60.9217
88.78%
60.3204
86.59%
59.7764
85.21%

66.2687
100%
68.6210
100%
69.6635
100%
70.1488
100%

ARM1 w./
2-hop LR
65.0936
98.23%
66.2080
96.48%
65.8826
94.57%
65.3816
93.20%

complexity of ARM when implementing it in practical
systems.
We also find that the less number of power levels, the
better the performance of ARM with local rating. Intuitively, the larger number of power levels, the more sensitive
the mapping from SINR to rate, and consequently the more
perturbations due to the loss of the rating information.
Comparatively, a smaller number of power levels is less
insensitive to the information loss. For example, for two
power levels, ARM1 (ARM2) with one-hop local rating
already maintains more than 95 percent (91 percent ) of the
original performance.
By comparing the performances of ARM1 and ARM2, we
find that on average, ARM2 performs slightly better than
ARM1 for the case of non-local-rating. However, ARM1 performs better than ARM2 for the case of local-rating. Therefore, ARM1 is more robust than ARM2.

5

Here we only show the case for ARM with option 1 (7). The
proof of other case for ARM with option 2 (9) is similar and
we omit the details.
(a) First, we present the mixing time bounds for the
power-hopping Markov chain, which are obtained by the
spectral analysis method [27]. Due to the space limit, we
present the proof details in our technical report [21].
(b) Second, we present the mixing time bounds for the
power-hopping Markov chain, which are obtained by the
path coupling method [30].
We obtain a discrete-time Markov chain by uniformization of continuous-time power-hopping Markov chain.
Denote this discrete-time Markov chain as M. M is
designed to sample from a given probability distribution p
in (6) on a state space P . At each step, it selects a link v 2 L
uniformly at random and adjusts its transmission power.
More precisely, when Markov chain M resides in a feasible
configuration p 2 P , it does the following:

2)
3)

pick a link w 2 L uniformly at random (with probability L1 ), and denote its assigned power level as
pw ðppÞ;
pick a new power level pw ðpp0 Þ uniformly at random
 P

(with probability n1 );
exp s1
R
 l2L lpp0 P
, link
with probability 1P
1
exp s

l2L

NO. 2,
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TABLE 8
Impact of Information Loss: Average Performance
of 2,000 Experiments for ARM2
ARM2
2 power levels
Performance Ratio
3 power levels
Performance Ratio
4 power levels
Performance Ratio
5 power levels
Performance Ratio

66.3197
100%
68.7524
100%
69.8381
100%
70.3774
100%

ARM2 w./
1-hop LR
60.8498
91.75%
59.1214
85.99%
58.2431
83.40%
57.6095
81.86%

Rlpp

þexp s

l2L

Rlpp0

w sets its transmission power level to be pw ðpp0 Þ,

ARM2 w./
2-hop LR
64.7830
97.68%
64.9293
94.44%
63.8606
91.44%
63.0406
89.58%

otherwise it switches back to the previous power
level pw ðppÞ.
Thus M has a transition matrix M ¼ I þ Q=u0 , where I is
the identity matrix and
u0 ¼ L  n  C:

(47)

We can see that M is indeed a uniformized version of
power-hopping Markov chain.
Now we apply the coupling method to bound the mixing
time of M. By a “coupling” for this chain, we mean considering a joint stochastic process ðXt ; Yt Þ on P  P , such that
each of the processes (Xt ) and (Yt ) is a Markov chain on P
with the transition matrix M. Typically, after defining the
distance metric d : P  P ! f0; 1; . . . ; dmax g, we try to construct a one-step distance-decreasing coupling ðX0 ; Y0 Þ !
ðX1 ; Y1 Þ such that
EðdðX1 ; Y1 ÞjX0 ; Y0 Þ    dðX0 ; Y0 Þ;

PROOF FOR THEOREM 2

1)

VOL. 16,

(48)

for all ðX0 ; Y0 Þ 2 P  P , where 0   < 1. Applying this
coupling iteratively results in a t-step coupling and a mixing
time analysis.
In general, defining and analyzing a coupling for all pairs
Xt ; Yt 2 P is difficult. The path coupling technique [30] simplifies the approach by restricting attention to pairs in a connected subset S P  P . It then suffices to define a onestep coupling, such that (48) holds for all ðX0 ; Y0 Þ 2 S. Then
the path coupling theorem [30] constructs, via simple compositions, a one-step coupling satisfying (48) for all
X0 ; Y0 2 P .
Given any two configurations X; Y 2 P , let dðX; Y Þ
denote the Hamming distance between X and Y , which
equals to the number of links at which the chosen power
levels are different. Now we denote S as configuration pairs
X; Y 2 P , such that the power configurations differ at
exactly one link. Then we have
S ¼ fðX; Y Þ 2 P  P : dðX; Y Þ ¼ 1g:

(49)

For any link v 2 L, we denote vX as the chosen power
level under configuration X. For example, if link v chooses
power level c under X, then vX ¼ c. Now we design a onestep coupling.
More precisely, consider a configuration pair ðX0 ; Y0 Þ 2
S. Without loss of generality, we have
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X

X

(50)

Y

Y

(51)

X0 ¼ ðv1 0 ; . . . ; vL 0 Þ;
Y0 ¼ ðv1 0 ; . . . ; vL0 Þ;
X

Y

where vj 0 ¼ vj 0 ; 8j ¼ 2; . . . ; L, and
X

v1 0 ¼ a 2 P;
Y
v1 0

¼ b 2 P  fag:

pm;j ¼ PrðwX0 ðþÞ ¼ Pm Þ;
 P

exp s1
l2L RlX0






 ;
P
P
¼
exp s1
þ exp s1
l2L RlX0
l2L RlX1

(53)

qm;j ¼ PrðwY0 ðþÞ ¼ Pm Þ;
 P

exp s1
l2L RlY0
 P

 P
 ;
¼
þ exp s1
exp s1
l2L RlY0
l2L RlY1

wY0 ¼ b 2 P  fag:

(59)

(60)

for all k 2 f0; 2; . . . ; ng;
pk;1 ¼ PrðwX0 ðþÞ ¼ Pk Þ;
 P

exp s1
RlX
1
1 P
 l2L 11P
 ;
¼ 
n exp s
þ exp s
l2L RlX0
l2L RlX1
q2;1 ¼ PrðwY0 ðþÞ ¼ P2 ¼ bÞ;
 P

exp s1
RlY
1 P
 l2L 10 P
 ;
¼
exp s
þ exp s
l2L RlY0
l2L RlY1

(61)

(62)

and for all k 2 f0; 1; 3; . . . ; ng;
(55)

(56)

qk;1 ¼ PrðwY0 ðþÞ ¼ Pk Þ;
 P

exp s1
1
l2L RlY1
 P

 P
 :
¼ 
n exp s1
þ exp s1
l2L RlY0
l2L RlY1

(57)

We update X0 ; Y0 according to the following rules.
If Hj ¼ k where 0  k  n, then wX0 ðþÞ ¼ wY0 ðþÞ ¼
Pk .

(63)

We then take rk;1 ¼ minfpk;1 ; qk;1 g for any k 2 f0; . . . ; ng.
Now we define a random variable H1 satisfying
8
< rk;1 P
PrðH1 ¼ kÞ ¼ 1  ni¼0 ri;1
:
0

We then take rk;j ¼ minfpk;j ; qk;j g for any k 2 f0; . . . ; ng.
Now we define a random variable Hj satisfying
8
if 0  k  n
< rk;j P
PrðHj ¼ kÞ ¼ 1  ni¼0 ri;j if k ¼ n þ 1
:
0
otherwise:

1)

(58)

p1;1 ¼ PrðwX0 ðþÞ ¼ P1 ¼ aÞ;
 P

exp s1
l2L RlX0






 ;
P
P
¼
þ exp s1
exp s1
l2L RlX0
l2L RlX1

and for all 0  k  n; k 6¼ m;
qk;j ¼ PrðwY0 ðþÞ ¼ Pk Þ;
 P

exp s1
RlY
1
 1 P
 l2L 11 P
 :
¼ 
n exp s
þ exp s
l2L RlY0
l2L RlY1

wX0 ¼ a 2 P;

Here wX0 ðþÞ ¼ a (wY0 ðþÞ ¼ b, respectively) means link w
does not adjust the transmission power under X0 (Y0 ,
respectively). We denote pk;1 ¼ PrðwX0 ðþÞ ¼ Pk Þ and
qk;1 ¼ PrðwY0 ðþÞ ¼ Pk Þ, 0  k  n. We have

(54)

for all 0  k  n; k 6¼ m;
pk;j ¼ PrðwX0 ðþÞ ¼ Pk Þ;
 P

exp s1
1
l2L RlX1
 P

 P
 ;
¼ 
n exp s1
þ exp s1
l2L RlX0
l2L RlX1

If Hj ¼ n þ 1, then update X0 ; Y0 independently.
pk;j rk;j
a) PrðwX0 ðþÞ ¼ Pk jHj ¼ n þ 1Þ ¼ P
,
n
1
r
i¼0 i;j
8k 2 f0; . . . ; ng.
qk;j rk;j
,
b) PrðwY0 ðþÞ ¼ Pk jHj ¼ n þ 1Þ ¼ P
n
1
r
i¼0 i;j
8k 2 f0; . . . ; ng.
(2) Otherwise, w ¼ v1 . We have

2)

(52)

A link w 2 L is chosen uniformly at random. At every
step, both chains update the same link w. Note there are
n þ 1 power levels denoted by P ¼ fP0 ; P1 ; . . . ; Pn g. Without loss of generality, we assume
a ¼ P1 and b ¼ P2 . Let

wX0 ðþÞ wY0 ðþÞ; respectively denote the power level that
link w selects and switches to under X0 (Y0 , respectively).
Here wX0 ðþÞ ¼ wX0 (wY0 ðþÞ ¼ wY0 , respectively) means link
w does not switch the power level under X0 (Y0 ,
respectively).
The coupling for the update at time 1 is ðX0 ; Y0 Þ
! ðX1 ; Y1 Þ, where ðX0 ; Y0 Þ ! ðX1 ; Y1 Þ denotes the power
level switching operation. Then the coupling is shown as
follows:
(1). if w 6¼ v1 , without loss of generality, we assume
w ¼ vj ; 2  j  L and we have wX0 ¼ wY0 ¼ Pm ; 0  m  n.
We denote pk;j ¼ PrðwX0 ðþÞ ¼ Pk Þ and qk;j ¼ PrðwY0 ðþÞ ¼
Pk Þ, 0  k  n. Then we have
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if 0  k  n
if k ¼ n þ 1
otherwise:

We update X0 ; Y0 according to the following rules.
If H1 ¼ k where 0  k  n, then wX0 ðþÞ ¼ wY0 ðþÞ
¼ Pk .
2) If H1 ¼ n þ 1, then update X0 ; Y0 independently.
pk;1 rk;1
,
a) PrðwX0 ðþÞ ¼ Pk jH1 ¼ n þ 1Þ ¼ P
n
1
r
i¼0 i;1
8k 2 f0; . . . ; ng.
qk;1 rk;1
,
b) PrðwY0 ðþÞ ¼ Pk jH1 ¼ n þ 1Þ ¼ P
n
1
r
i¼0 i;1
8k 2 f0; . . . ; ng.
We can see that the one-step coupling designed above is
a valid coupling. Now we analyze the distance metric
EðdðX1 ; Y1 Þ  1jX0 ; Y0 Þ.
By the above coupling we know that when w ¼ vj ; 1  j 
P
L, PrðwX0 ðþÞ ¼ wY0 ðþÞÞ ¼ ni¼0 ri;j . Then we have
1)
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E½dðX1 ; Y1 Þ  1jX0 ; Y0 ; w ¼ v1 ¼ 

n
X

ri;1 ;

VOL. 16,

E½dðX1 ; Y1 ÞjX0 ; Y0 < ð1 

(64)

i¼0

E½dðX1 ; Y1 Þ  1jX0 ; Y0 ; w ¼ vj ¼ 1 

n
X

ri;j ; 82  j  L:
(65)

E½dðX1 ; Y1 Þ  1jX0 ; Y0 ;

"

¼

ri;1 

i¼0
n
X

ri;j

i¼0

 E½dðXt ; Yt Þ ;

(81)

 t  diam ðP
P Þ;

(82)

 L  t :

(83)

(67)

(68)

Thus for discrete-time Markov chain M,
jjM t ðX0 ; Þ  M t ðY0 ; ÞjjTV  L  t :

On the other hand we can see that
n
X

(79)

(80)

#

L X
n
X
1
 L1
ri;j :
L
j¼1 i¼0

nþ1
1

;


n
1 þ exp Lrm

(69)

jjpt ðppÞ  p jjTV ;
(70)

where L  L denotes the maximal number of links whose
rates are changed due to one link’s adjustment of power
levels.
Therefore,
(71)

"
#
L X
M
X
1
¼  L1
rj;n ;
L
n¼1 j¼1

(72)

K

;
L



(85)

X1 ðu0 tÞj
expðu0 tÞM j ðpp; Þ  p jjTV ;
j¼0 j!

(86)

X1 ðu0 tÞj
expðu0 tÞjjM j ðpp; Þ  p jjTV ;
j¼0 j!

(87)

¼ jj

E½dðX1 ; Y1 Þ  1jX0 ; Y0 ;

L

X1 ðu0 tÞj
expðu0 tÞ;
j¼0
j!

(88)

¼ L  expðu0 ð1  ÞtÞ;
¼ L  exp u0 

(73)

(89)

Kt
;
L

(90)

¼ L  expðn  C  K  tÞ:

where
L þ n1 þ ð1  LÞ  exp


K¼

1 þ exp Lrsm



 m
Lr
s


:




1 þ exp Lrsm
ln L

:
tmix ðÞ 

 m
n  C L þ 1  ðL  1Þexp Lr

(74)

s >

lnð1 þ 1þ1=n
L1 Þ

n



L  rm
lnð1 þ 1þ1=n
L1 Þ

:

(75)

Then it follows that for any ðX0 ; Y0 Þ 2 S
E½dðX1 ; Y1 ÞjX0 ; Y0 < 1 
¼ ð1 

K
Þ  dðX0 ; Y0 Þ:
L

K
;
L

(91)

Thus we have

We can see K > 0 for any
L  rm

(84)

Then by (47), (74) and uniformization theorem [29], we
know that for any p 2 P ,

s

2

 ; 82  j  L;


1 þ exp Lrsm

(78)

P ½Xt 6¼ Yt ¼ P ½dðXt ; Yt Þ  1 ;
(66)

P ðw ¼ vj Þ  E½dðX1 ; Y1 Þ  1jX0 ; Y0 ; w ¼ vj ;

j¼1

K
Þ  dðX0 ; Y0 Þ;
L

where  ¼ 1  K
L.
Applying this one-step coupling iteratively results in a tstep coupling, and we have for any t, ðXt ; Yt Þ 2 P  P ,

It follows that

¼
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¼   dðX0 ; Y0 Þ:

i¼0

L
X

NO. 2,

(76)

(77)

By the path coupling theorem [30], we know that for any
ðX0 ; Y0 Þ 2 P  P ,

(c) By (92) and (75) we can see that given s 1th ¼
s 1th ,


(92)

s

Lrm

1þ1=n

lnð1þ L1 Þ

,

if s >
the upper bound of mixing time is

tmix ðÞ O expðs1Þ  ln L . Otherwise when 0 < s  s 1th , the


upper bound of mixing time is tmix ðÞ Vðexp Ls þ ln ln 1 Þ,
which completes the proof.

6

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we propose ARM, a novel distributed algorithm framework to solve the discrete power control problem, under the physical interference model and the
practical setting of limited numbers of power levels and
modulation-coding schemes. By both mathematical analysis
and extensive simulations, we show that ARM can achieve

LI ET AL.: ARM: ANONYMOUS RATING MECHANISM FOR DISCRETE POWER CONTROL

close-to-optimal performances. Moreover, this algorithm is
simple and robust, and thus shows great potentials for interference management in practical wireless systems. We
provide two options of ARM, which achieve similar performance in most simulation settings. When facing the possibility of rating information loss due to locality, ARM1 is
more robust and ARM2 has a slightly better performance.
There are several interesting directions for future research,
including the extension to multi-channel-per-link scenario,
new error model for the study of robustness, the design of
optimal power level set, the characterization of the impact of
information loss for general network topology, and the extension of ARM for time-variant networking environments.
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